Image Data Strategies
for the Post-Consolidation
Healthcare Enterprise
Advancing from Site-Based to System-Wide
Image Viewing to Achieve Operational Scale
and Drive Down Costs

Who should read this document
This paper will help healthcare executives and healthcare IT professionals gain a better understanding of centralized, enterprisewide image viewing solutions and their benefits. This information is especially pertinent to recently merged hospitals and healthcare
systems in the process of consolidating and integrating their IT and technology infrastructure across a newly expanded enterprise.

Healthcare Enterprise
Post-Consolidation Challenges
“Smaller health systems will join larger health
systems, midsized systems will join larger
systems or form their own larger health system.
We see the cycle continuing for many years
and well past this current decade.” 1

Kit Kamholz,
managing director,
Kaufman Hall

Healthcare is a pillar of the US economy and changes in healthcare economics have
broad and lasting impacts. Since 2010, healthcare has been undergoing a major
change as small hospitals, private practices and specialty clinics merge with large
hospital and healthcare systems in record numbers. The goal of these mergers and
acquisitions is to save money and increase operational efficiencies by consolidating
resources and infrastructure.
“As we anticipate intensified financial pressures, organizations cannot afford to ignore
any opportunity to realize efficiencies and economies of scale,” said Ann Huston, chief
strategy officer at the Cleveland Clinic.2
Providers are looking to intra- and inter-consolidation, as called out in the Triple Aim
framework, to control costs and achieve effective scale of resources.3
To achieve these cost savings, newly expanded healthcare systems must integrate
operations and processes, personnel, technology and infrastructure. This complex and
time consuming process requires hospital leaders to plan and implement system-wide
changes while simultaneously maintaining current levels of service and productivity.
Among the many challenges of post-merger consolidation is providing enterprise-wide
access to patient image data. Tackling this issue through the integration of image
viewing delivers immediate benefits, including driving down costs and improving
patient outcomes. To transition from site-based image access to system-wide image
access, recently merged providers need a data plan and image access strategy that will
work across multiple departments and diverse imaging technologies.
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The Need for Enterprise-Wide Image Data Strategies
Consolidating and integrating healthcare imaging technology after a merger or
acquisition requires a system-wide, long-term image data strategy to guide the selection
of go-forward solutions and the sunsetting of redundant or outdated systems. Executing
this enterprise-based image data viewing strategy, which should also be considered an
element of any enterprise-wide data strategy, drives down costs through centralizing
functions and eliminates duplicate imaging studies by enabling image data sharing
between and among hospitals, clinics and departments. A system-side image data
access plan also paves the way for efficient, data-driven healthcare AI to improve patient
image analysis, automate workflows and provide positive outcomes for all patients.
Once a plan is developed, a next critical step is communicating this long-term plan
throughout the enterprise. This communication prevents individual sites or departments
from procuring and deploying their own solutions, which would create yet more
redundancies and integration issues.

Developing a System-Wide Image Viewing Strategy
Image access time. The Mayo Clinic
study compared three image-viewing
product systems for their capabilities
— from the inital call, launching the
system and performing the search, to
loading the first image. ResolutionMD
was up to 6X faster.
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Getting agreement on a centralized image viewing solution among multiple clinician, IT
and executive teams across a newly merged enterprise is challenging. The first step in
obtaining stakeholder support throughout the enterprise is to communicate the
benefits of a system-wide, vendor-agnostic, image viewing solution.
The top benefits of a system-wide enterprise image viewer include:
1 Reducing image access time. A Mayo Clinic study revealed that ResolutionMD, a
platform-agnostic image viewer, accesses images at an average of 2.7 minutes, which
is up to six times faster than a traditional PACS viewer, which has an average access
time of 17.5 minutes, and their in-house viewing solution, which has an access time
of 12.3 minutes.
2 Reducing costs. An enterprise image-viewing solution drastically cuts per user costs
compared to traditional PACS viewing stations. As healthcare enterprises grow and
greater numbers of clinicians require access to patient image data, the potential for cost
savings increases exponentially. Adding more users and amortizing the costs over time
brings down annual capital expenditure while increasing access and adding new
capabilities for critical growth areas such as mobile access, telehealth and healthcare AI.
3 Increasing value of existing imaging and EHR/EMR investments. A vendor-agnostic
viewer such as ResolutionMD can access multiple image databases across the system
including existing PACS and VNAs, and easily integrates into leading EHR/EMRs which
means clinicians get more use and value out of current technology investments.
4 Securing patient data. Securing image data while increasing access is a critical
benefit of a solution that sits behind the hospital firewall, within the data center, close to
image data stores. Patient image data is never moved, and once the client session is
concluded, the image data is deleted from the client.
5 Freeing up IT resources. Moving from traditional viewing solutions that require IT
provisioning to self-provisioning solutions frees up IT resources to focus on higher level
needs, such as prepping for data-driven healthcare AI and machine learning.4
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Complement Existing Imaging Solutions
to Gain Operational Efficiency
The image viewing solutions in today’s hospital environment are very similar to what’s
been in place for the last decade: fixed workstations in reading rooms for staff
radiologists and a handful of workstations in specialty departments. Large hospitals
need to access 1000s of patient images daily and limited access points slow
productivity, adding hours and even days to a diagnostic workflow that requires
collaboration from clinicians within and outside of the hospital site.
For hospital systems these numbers are multiplied. And, coupled with the need for
access outside of a single physical hospital site or domain, image access becomes even
more inefficient.
Integrating an enterprise image-viewing solution with your existing PACS and VNA
viewers increases image access and enables real-time collaboration, cutting door-todiagnosis times. These benefits are available at a fraction of the per user costs of a
traditional PACS viewing station for the following reasons:
1 Moving from dedicated to off-the-shelf hardware. Client hardware used to access
patient images no longer has to have higher computing power since image rendering is
taking place on a server in the hospital data center. Thin clients, including mobile
devices, securely access images rendered on the server and the image data doesn’t
leave the hospital data center.
2 Moving from IT-managed to self-managed software. Traditional image viewing
solutions require IT support for implementation. With zero footprint solutions, such as
ResolutionMD, IT support is not needed to provision a client for image access, freeing
up valuable IT resources for reallocation to more strategic work.
3 Vendor-agnostic integration. State-of-the-art image viewing solutions should be
vendor-agnostic for easy integration with multiple image data sources and
EHR/EMRs throughout an expanded healthcare enterprise. As is very often the case in
consolidations, newly merged hospitals and health systems include multiple, disparate
vendor solutions. Working with an image viewer that can easily integrate across such an
ecosystem is critical to operational efficiency and scale.
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Architecting the System-Wide Image Viewing Solution
Modern enterprise image viewing architecture relies on centralized servers secured
within the hospital data center. These servers can be inexpensive server blades with
video cards. Internal clients access images on these servers through a load balancer and
access them externally through the enterprise firewall.

Image Repository A
PACS or VNA
External Network
Broadband or Cellular
External Firewall

ResolutionMD Cluster
Hospital Internal WiFi

Load Balancer
Image Repository B
CardioPACS
Specialty Imaging

Hospital Internal LAN

Example configuration of a large
hospital system supporting 200
concurrent users.

Server-based solutions, such as ResolutionMD can scale to meet the needs of a growing
hospital system with the addition of inexpensive server blades. As with any centralized
system, it’s imperative to plan for redundancy based on standards or cross-enterprise
service level agreements (SLA) for uptime. With a solution that runs on inexpensive
server hardware, a fully-redundant solution (1:1) ensuring 99.999% uptime is more cost
effective than setting up complex failover or rollover systems on multipurpose,
virtualized environments.

Securing a Zero Footprint Image Viewer
While providing access to patient image data across a hospital system leads to better
patient outcomes, it must be balanced against the risk of a data breach. Recent rulings
on HIPAA violations have carried fines in the millions of dollars.5 Security needs to be
built into the solution as well as the deployment to ensure your health enterprise is
compliant with patient data requirements.
With a vendor-agnostic, zero-footprint image viewer, image data remains secure in
the image repository. ResolutionMD’s platform and vendor-agnostic image viewer
accesses server-based patient image data and processes it for presentation from
mobile devices and browsers. Once the image is sent the data is deleted from the
ResolutionMD server, making ResolutionMD an inherently secure presentation service.
ResolutionMD sits between access clients and image data storage, acting as an
additional buffer and reducing the vulnerability of image data.
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There are many solutions that claim to be “zero footprint” but they may not be secure.
To ensure image data is secure throughout the imaging workflow, stakeholders should
review the following critical image data security points:
1 Is patient image data ever moved from the secure server location? Does all image
rendering take place on the server or is some rendering done on the client? If image
data moves to a client for rendering there’s always a chance it will continue to reside in
some form on that client, creating security vulnerabilities particularly when clinicians
access patient images using personal or mobile devices.
2 Is the data connection secure? How is the data encrypted and what is the
encryption standard being used?
3 What authentication is in place to ensure a user is who they say they are? Singlefactor authentication, such as traditional username and password, is quickly being
replaced by multi-factor authentication, which could include responding to an SMS or
using biometric authentication such as fingerprint or facial recognition.
4 What level of audit trail is available in the case of a breach?
5 If the image viewing solution is integrated into an EHR/EMR, are additional logins
required to access patient images?
Ultimately, providers need to determine how to balance the trade-off between
convenience and security. Requiring dual-factor authentication to access image data
within the EHR/EMR, for example, creates an extra step, but it’s a step that helps to
ensure the identity of anyone accessing the data.

CASE STUDY
“We are integrating
ResolutionMD because
it is platform agnostic.
It enables providers to
access patient images
on any PACS from
their EHR.”
Randy Tebbs,
Intermountain Health
imaging systems manager

Providing Image Data Access at Scale
at Intermountain Healthcare
Intermountain Healthcare of Salt Lake City, UT is a health system with 22 hospitals and
185 clinics that generates 1.6 million radiology images and 350,000 cardiology files
annually. Since 2011, Intermountain’s health IT department has implemented multiple
new technologies to provide its 10,000 plus users with fast, simple access to its vast
store of image data. For all of these projects, ResolutionMD provides a vendor-neutral,
secure, diagnostic-quality image viewer that enables physicians to access patient
images with mobile devices, web connected systems, workstations and more. The
most recent of these projects is the integration of ResolutionMD with Intermountain’s
EHR. To access images, the EHR defaults to ResolutionMD allowing the user to view
DICOM images without logging into another program, re-selecting the patient and
jumping through other hoops.
THE CHALLENGE

Many
Practitioners

Disparate
Systems

THE SOLUTION

Multiple
Viewers

7 PACS
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Deployment Considerations for the
Post-Consolidation Healthcare Enterprise
In addition to recommended best practices6 there are additional deployment
considerations for the post-consolidation healthcare enterprise:
1 Pilot test and implement through a phased deployment model. Vendor-agnostic
solutions, such as ResolutionMD, can be tested through an integration pilot with existing
infrastructure before broader deployment. Ideally, after pilot testing, enterprise-wide
implementation happens via phased deployment by department.
2 Stop redundant systems before they start with system-wide testing. Create a
post-consolidation process that enables all departments across the enterprise to test the
proposed enterprise image viewing solution to determine if it meets every department’s
needs. Some specialties will still require dedicated imaging solutions specific to their
specialty, but most will be able to rely on the cross-enterprise viewing solution.
3 Integration into multiple EHRs/EMRs. Multiple EHR/EMRs can add to the shifting
technology infrastructure of the post-consolidation phase. Integrating an image viewer
with any leading EHR/EMR should be a straightforward process that delivers immediate
benefits. Many EHR/EMR vendors provide the technical support for such integrations,
or implement the integration themselves.
4 Measuring ROI. Measuring the impact of technology investments is a key component
of ongoing consolidation and integration. Determine specific KPIs based on business
goals and also consider including usage tracking, both internal and external, and the
solution’s impact on time to diagnosis. Both metrics should offer valuable indicators of
an enterprise-wide image viewing solution’s cost-effectiveness and ultimate impact. A
self-provisioning system such as ResolutionMD also increases ROI by eliminating the
need for IT resources which can then be allocated to other projects.
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EHR/EMR
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Pathology
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PACS

VNA
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Dermatology
Vendor-agnostic solution

Pilot test integration
with a selected
department

Facility B

Run test with existing
infrastructure to establish
met needs and stop redundancy

Measure speed,
benefits, KPIs and ROI
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Next Steps
Whether you are a clinician, an executive in charge of a growing healthcare enterprise,
or an IT leader, Calgary Scientific can help you develop an enterprise-wide image data
strategy to meet the changing needs across your entire hospital system. Potential
outcomes include better patient care through access to expertise inside and outside the
enterprise, improved operational efficiencies through centralization and scale, and a
solid foundation to prepare for the digital transformation of healthcare.
Contact us today to set up a strategy session with our team of image data experts.
Calgary Scientific’s Five Phase approach to healthcare data strategies provides a
complete blueprint for site-to-system deployments that increase access to patient image
data while maintaining security and driving down costs across the healthcare enterprise.

About Calgary Scientific
Calgary Scientific offers an enterprise healthcare image viewer to access,
collaborate, and analyze graphics-intensive data securely on mobile and web.
ResolutionMD® is installed in thousands of healthcare facilities worldwide, and is
powered by the PureWeb® software development platform, which is now driving the
company into new markets beyond healthcare, including design, 3D interactive
experiences and energy.
To learn more visit

www.calgaryscientific.com
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